ECO-ROOF REPORT
Katz Residence
1226 SE 52nd Ave.
Portland, OR
Contractor: EcoRoofs Everywhere
Landscape Architect: Gretchen Vadnais
PROJECT SUMMARY
Project Type

Residential eco-roof. New roof structural system over existing walls. Continuous
membrane beneath soil and plantings.

Roof Type

Extensive

Soil Depth

4"-6"

Cost

$5,500.00

Constructed

Fall 2010

OVERVIEW
The original intent of the project was to structurally upgrade an existing garage roof to provide for an
extension of the garden space.

Existing Garage

After investigating the costs the decision was made to remove (and recycle) the existing roof structure
to install a flat roof. The flat roof would provide a better visual extension of the garden space and be
easier to maintain.

The new eco-roof structure consisted of 2 x 10"s ripped at a shallow slope to allow the roof to drain
down towards two drainage points. The drainage location was critical in the design since the eco-roof
picks up water from the roof above and the garage is close to the property line.

Weed Barrier, drainage rock and soil mixture being installed

FIRST PLANTING
October
This consisted of a variety of owner propagated sedums to create a low mat of vegetation over the
entire roof. Several hebes were added to create height and kinnikinnik was planted with the intent that
it would grow over the front edge of the roof.
The sedums were propagated 4-6 weeks prior and were planted in the degradable pots to prevent
root disturbance.

Owner planting sedums through jute erosion control barrier.

SECOND PLANTING
November
The focus of this planting was to introduce a greater variety of plant material. The focus was on native
plants since the adjacent garden space is planted primarily with natives. Bosky Dell Nursery provided
the source for this plant material.
The rushes and sedges were planted in the area by the upper roof downspout since they are typically
associated with riparian habitats.

REFLECTIONS
Sedums are easy to propagate. If the roof installation had occurred earlier in the summer the starts
could have been directly propagated into the growing medium. If using pots again I would have used
slightly larger ones and planted a mix of sedums in each pot.
The new flat roof has the desired effect of visually extending the garden. Another positive is that it has
slightly opened up the view from inside the house.
Because all the work (except for planting and painting) was contracted out the eco-roof was
substantially more expensive than re-shingling the garage with a new layer of composite siding. But
the aesthetic benefits and the increased square footage of garden space adequately compensate for
this cost.

